17 January
Friday 17	lord beatty
Admiral of the Fleet Lord Beatty, on reaching the age-limit
of sixty-five, retires from the Navy, being the last officer on the
active list of those who held flag rank during the Great War.
mr. eden's review
Mr. Eden, the Secretary for Foreign Affairs, speaking at
Warwick, reviewed the events of the last year and restated the
aims of British policy in the search for collective security.
Aggression, he said, ought not to be allowed to succeed, and the
members of the League acting together should be so strong
and so united that they may bring it home to any aggressor
now, or in the future, that peaceful negotiation and not aggres-
sion is not merely the best, but the only successful, way of
removing discontent. We must go forward in such a way as to
make sure that other nations at Geneva are with us in deed as
well as in word, and that we and .they together, in pursuing a
policy of peace, are taking all the measures necessary to
strengthen ourselves so that peace may be secured. Our policy
is directed against no individual or nation as such, but as a
member of the League we are bound to be opposed to any
violation of that covenant to which we have put our name. We
shall always be found arrayed on the side of the collective
system against any Government or people who seek by a return
to power-politics to break up the peace which by that system we
are seeking to create.
*'discovery IF*
News has reached London that the research ship Discovery II
has rescued Mr. Lincoln Ellsworth, the American explorer, and
Mr. Herbert Hollick-Kenyon, his British pilot, who have been
missing in the Antarctic since 24 November, when they started
to fly across the South Pole.
the staviskt case
The trial of the alleged accomplices of Stavisky the swindler
has ended with the acquittal of ten persons and the con-
viction of the remaining nine. Gustave Tissier, the former
director of the Credit Municipal at Bayonne, receives seven
years* hard labour for forgery and receiving without extenuat-
ing circumstances. The others are variously sentenced and all
fined 100 francs (£i 6s. 8^.). This sum, under existing regula-
tions, is automatically multiplied by seven. Madame Stavisky
and Albert Dubarry, former editor of La Vokntd, are acquitted.
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